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Denmark - England; We solved this one early
WaIdarers sailf torDenon by recruiting 2 friends to take our car andr sail to Den- trailer to Denmark so we could come back by
mark; Planning road.

Stage Plan
An idea England to Holland; Suffolk to Den Helder
The idea was bom early in 1997. It focused was the obvious track to take for this leg. This
on 2 events in July 1998, the Wayfarer World is 1 2Onm, with ideal conditions we reckoned
Championships and Intemational Cruising 24hrs was possible but otherwise up to 2
Rally, both in Denmark. Our vision was to sail days - or even more. Altematives were to
there from England. cross further South, say to Ostende or Viis-

sengen, but this then increased the overall
When planning a cruise we start with our goal distance another 10Onm. So Den Helder it
and then work out how to achieve it. This is must be and we just had to hope for the rght
quite a different approach to starting with a conditions - i.e. a decent westerly wind.
base and then figuring out where you might Departure would be am Saturday 1 i July,
get to. The motivation is entirely different, fo- arrive sometime on Sunday. With luck we
cusing you on overcoming the obstacles and would be recovered to continue sailing on
difficulties, that are between you and your tar- Monday.
get. Our contingency was to wait until Sunday am

for a weather window. After that we would
This season we had a new Wayfarer World. take the ferry with our boat trailer crew.
All the years of experience sailing our previ- We always try to try to assess the potential
ous Wayfarer had gone into fitting out the hazards for a trip, and work out in advance
new boat. We had enormous confidence in what to do if these are encountered. For se-
the new boats ability to cope with such a long vere weather we carry a sea anchor. We
and vared trip. So with the boat ready for thought that shipping was the biggest hazard
such an adventure what about the planning - we took several white flares. For a radar re-
logistics ? flector we had just bought one of the new

Skystreme Kites which we could fly from the
Rough Planning spare burgee halyard in the event of poor vis-
We started with this road map of westem Eu- ibility. It was also possible that a change in
rope for the big picture. The total distance for wind direction could make Den Helder impos-
the rhumb line was about 50Onm. If we could sible, so I programmed waypoints into the
average 30 nm a day we would need 17 sail- GPS for all the other ports along the Dutch
ing days. With an allowance for days when it coast. Lack of wind was a big concem, we
could be too windy to sail it looked like a 3 could row and we had some decent long oars
week holiday. Sadly, commitments at work - but rowing more than 10 or 20 miles would
limited us to 2 weeks for the cruise. This be a severe test of endurance.
meant our final destination was to be the In-
temational Rally at Rantzausminde which was Dutch & German Frisian Islands; Having
still over 400 nm. had read the book and seen the film we now

wanted to sail the Riddle of the Sands. This
The cruise bmoke down into 5 stages; was the sort of sailing that Wayfarers are best
England to Holland - this was the biggest ob- at - narrow shallow channels, wriggling their
stacle, crossing the North Sea way across the sand and mud flats.
Dutch & German Frisian Islands - perhaps the Wayfarers have cruised this area before and
bit we were most looking forward to, shallow we spent many evenings pouring over their
sandy channels, very dependent on working logs to get an understanding of the sort of
the tide, sailing to expect. The main issue appeared to
Kiel Canal - an engine is compulsory; as we be the strong tides that run in the channels
do not have an outboard how easy would it be behind the islands (the Watt channels), the
to get a tow? lack of water at low tide and the fact that the
Kiel to Denmark/Rantzausminde - last hop to tidal currents meet behind each island at the
the Intemational Rally site. watershed. This suggested that it would be

difficult to make more than one island per tide
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- that would kill our progress to Denmark. But, Waf SaI t D
long daylight hours (18-20hrs) gave us the ayfarers al o en-
option to sail for 2 tides in a day, and we mark; Sea Rocket's Log
could always sail part of the day outside the R c t
islands.
Plan; start from Den Helder Monday 13i July, Thursday 9" July
average 3Onm per day, arrive Brunsbuttel This evening the latest Metfax comes through
Saturday 18m July - 18Onm for this stage. on our PC. The forecast for Friday and Satur-
Hazards; The bit of this leg we tended to ig- day are excellent with SW generally moderate
nore was from the last Frisian Island - winds. But Sunday is for light SE with the
Wangerooge to the river Elbe. This was about promise of a complex low on Monday and F7
3Onm to the estuary then a further 2Onm to SW.
Bnunsbuttel and involved the busy rivers Jade I am convinced that we must bring forward
& Weser as well as many sand banks. We our departure to Friday evening. Not ideal to
were aware of all this, but assessing the po- set off after a long drive but better than strug-
tential problems in advance required local gling against a light SE and being overtaken
knowledge. In fact this was to prove a very by half a gale as we approach the Dutch

* testing section. coast.

Brunsbuttel - Kiel; The canal. Our pilot was Frida 1 Jul
very useful on information for this stage, but y y

. , nonetheless it looked daunting. How would We both skive of work early and arrive at
we get a tow, what would it be like going Southwold with plenty of time to get the boat
through the enormous locks. And how would ready. Good - the westerly breeze was more
our boat tow through the canal with the wash from the SW but still holding around F3. It is
from ships going past ? On the other hand if warnm and sunny.
we got a good tow we could cover the 5Onm We are hoping to get under way well before
comfortably in a day. This was the big un- dark to give ourselves time to settle down and
known - we would just have to go for it and make sure everything is shipshape. So we set
manage the situation when we arrived. about rigging Sea Rocket. All the weeks, even
Plan; Sunday 19C July tow through canal, months of careful preparation now start to
stop at Kiel. come to fruition.

Soon Ralph + Spree Lady and our shore team
arrive - Carolyn and Roger who are driving to

Kiel - Denmark; Sailing in-the Baltic, we Denmark with the trailer. Ralph seems to
hoped this would be straightforward and that have masses of gear, still I guess he has
we could just enjoy ihe sailing and islands. plenty of time to work out where he is going to
Plan; allow 2.days to cover the 5Onm, anrive put it all.
Rantzausminde Tuesday 21 a July. 2000hrs Ralph has Spree Lady rigged and in

n - -, ' the water and is busy loading gear in, we
Our schedule did not include any days when have a bit more to do but it looks like we
conditions would prevent sailing. There were should be away soon after 2100hrs.
limited opportunities to make up time. Our Cedric arrives complete with entourage and
plan for 30 nm per day along the Frisian is- his gear. Ralph seems pretty much ready and
lands might be impossible. On the other hand nlow heads back home with his trailer. Our
once across the North Sea we would be last dri bags get stowed and we launch Sea
mostly in sheltered waters and could sail Rocket. We log our passage with the coast-
even in strong winds. As long as we got to guard.
Rantzausminde by Friday we had plenty of The General weather forecast today has been
time to drive home - therefore we had 3 spare warning small boats about strongigale force
days. Even if we failed to get to Denmark we winds coming in from the Atlantic over the
had options to go and get to the car and weekend. The CG gives us the latest forecast
trailer by public transport. which is still looking pretty good. Winds from

the west F3-F5 for our patch of North Sea
One thing though was dcar, to get tb Den- and nothing stronger as far west as Plymouth,
mark was a tough schedule, so we are definitely going tonight.

A litte later and Ralph is back with Betty and
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another carload of gear to stow
in Spree Lady - where is it all
going to go????? We sit on the
pontoon while Ralph continues
to stow his gear, the light is 7
starting to fail and t wonder if
we will get away before it is
dark. We check out the new
masthead light - a 4AA size dry
cell torch with an all round
beam taped to a bamboo stick
and hoisted on a 2' burgee hal-
yard. When tested at home it
gave a good bright light, quite
an improvement on the LED
lights I had tried before which
were too dim to be seen from
any distance. The unknown was
how long the batteries would
last.
2230hrs Now quite dark but at
last we are ready to go. Last
good byes, up with the sails and
we slip our lines. The breeze is
light but just strong enough to
make against the flood tide as
we head for the harbour en-
trance under full sail. Camera
flashlights leap out from the
shore as Roger snaps away as
we progress down river. Clare is
on the helm but I take over as
we clear the harbour wall and
set our course for Holland/Den
Helder 074 degrees.
The masthead light gives up
less than 'A mile offshore, this Leaving Southwoid Harbour

will make it difficult for Ralph and Cedric to lights. Spree Lady takes in a reef as well and
see us, just as well Ralph has a good strong we head Eastwards again.
masthead light. Unbeknown to us Spree Lady That precious hour of daylight sailing has cost
can see the glow from our compass light. Our us dearly, I am feeling quite seasick. Usually I
compass is also a great improvement on our am okay on the helm when there is a horizon
old Silva model. The red LED which I have - to watch and I can concentrate on steering
powered from a PP9 battery makes the card the boat. But the combination of darkness and
really easy to read. reeftng has made me queasy. Should I have
2330hrs a bit further offshore, with the lights refused Cedrics offer of anti seasick pills?
Of Southwid still clear on the horizon. A Midnight, we are still pulling away from Ralph
coaster passes South ahead of us, but other- and sailing right on the gybe mark for our
wise there is nothing to seaward. We are sig- course 1 wish we had chosen to keep VHF
nificantly faster than Spree Lady - perhaps radios on all the time so l could suggest that
something to do with all their 'ballast' ? The we took a more southerly course and avoided
breeze is more lively out here, too much sail this dead run. Clare is doing a grand job on
for going through the night with. We heave to the helm, we are both sitting on the floor
and pull in a reef. This also gives Spree Lady stretched across the width of the boat aft of
time to catch up. The moon has risen now the thwart - really comfortable - apart from the
and we cqn see each other easily without nausea ' From time to time an involuntary
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W genoa alone and we
still seem to make fair
speed.
Actually I am getting
quite worried that the

t, hgale warning in the
General weather fore-

cast. could the depres-
nu ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~so haeaclrted

P~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~along its track and the
strong winds are catch-
ing us up, There is little
we can do but press on
though I am starting to

l X3 think about the best
way to deploy our sea

_ _ >_ anchor if it comes to it.
OBOOhrs; GPS fix from
Ralph 40 nm done -
that puts us on sched-

Clare on the helm, sometime on Saturday ule for a 24hr crossing

gybe catches us, the boom slams across and and means we won't have to go through an-
wakes me up from my dozing. We gybe the other night, spirits are up.
boat back. The seas are building as we get 1200hrs; Still suffering from seasickness we
further offshore and since we are still faster transfer some pills from Cedric - rather a
than Spree Lady I stir myself to pufl in the tncky manoeuvre with this sea and Spree
second reef. Something jams on the reefing Lady's bowsprit extended - I think we are re-
line and it takes me a while to get the reef in. ally lucky to avoid badly crunching the boats
In the darkness it is impossible to see what The pills don't seem to have any effed.
the problem is, eventually the reef is in. How- 1500hrs; A bit less wind now - that's good,
ever it is the final straw and I am sick over the maybe we are still well ahead of any gales.
side. Time to get the main up - still double reefed.
From here on things are a bit blurred for me. 1600hrs; GPS fix from Ralph 55nm to go I! 
The combination of seasickness and perhaps This takes a few moments to sink in. How
tiredness built up over the preceding days come we have traveled such a short distance
render me useless on the helm. The best i since O8(X0hrs, and if correct we will be at
can do is keep my head down while Clare sea for a second night. We ask Ralph if he is
steers and stir myseif for sail changes. This sure, i guess 1 should have made the effort to
means we are doing no navigation, relying on check with our GPS. But anyway Ralph con-
Ralph with his GPS and our rhumb line firms 55 rim to go.
course 074. A big container ship passes us well to lee-
At some time I remember seeing a fishing ward (at least 2 miles off) but then turns and
boat trawling astern iess than a mile off, but I passes astern less than a mile. I wonder if
think we must be going faster than they are. they have picked up Spree Lady's radar re-
Other wise we see no other shipping. flector`

170ihrs; The wind is easing a bit more and
Frst light on Saturday; Sailing through the we shake out the reefs, there is an awful tear-
night in a small open boat is a tough expen- ing sound as I pull up the main. Somehow the
ence, but at this time of year the hours of luff is tearing just behind the bolt rope. Weil
darkness are short, The eastern sky is grow- the best we can do now is main with 1 reef
ing light and with it we can now see the big which keep the tear just below the luff groove
waves running behind us. Spree Lady is not Speed is slower now the wind is about F2/S
far behind us and now they are dropping their and the main is slatting in the swell. Time to
main - seems like sensible seamanship with try the spinnaker. Unfortunately I have
these conditions and we do the same. Steer- threaded the sheets inside the forestay and
ing the boat becomes much easier under re-threading them is more than I can cope



Southwold to Den Helder

with. So we give up
that idea. Spree
Lady is on full main
and keeping a few
yards in front,
As the evening
draws on the wind
continues to fade,
Spree Lady gets the
outboard into action
and we take a tow.
Raiph has a very
neat gadget using
shock cord to stop
the tow line snatch- Saturday moming - mainsail still up here

ing. Half an hour later the wind is back, we entrance to the Waddenzee. Clare is picking
get the main up and cast off our tow. Spree a flashing light on the horizon - is that Den
Lady follows a little way behind with fuii sail. Helder ? We are ahead of Ralph, we try to
By furling and unfurling their genoa they can keep the torch on the sails all the time, but
keep pretty much on our pace. cannot be sure if they can see us. It is quite
2130hrs; The day has been fairly sunny and overcast - no moonlight tonight. Anyway we
warm but now the 2n night approaches, with can see their bright masthead light diearly.
it more breeze, around F5. Clare calls me to I manage a few short stints on the helm to
drop the main and we press on under genoa. give Clare some rest. My morale is improving
Before long the sea has built up and we are now I can 'smell land'.
again surfing down the waves. 0100hrs; We are through the gasloil field
Another hour and the last of the daylight is now which puts us in the shipping lanes.
disappearing, in the distance we can see a Clare calls me for lookout duty. The Flashing
couple of rigs and perhaps a third which we light is pretty clear now and we are just head-
think may be a ship. Again I should have got ing straight for it. I wish Ralph had his VHF
out our GPS or looked at the chart to check switched on and we could talk. Is that the Den
our position. But from memory I know the Helder light ? Can we just head straight for it.
Gas/Oil field starts about 20 nm off the coast. We heave to and wait for Spree Lady who
We have seen no buoys at all (not that we has dropped back, then we are off across the
expected to) so these 'fixed' objects are quite shipping lanes. Our last crossing we hit the
welcome. We must be about 25nm from the shipping lanes on the Belgium coast in day-

Saturday evening - looking forward to our 2nd night on the North Sea ! light just after dawn,
there were a lot of
ships. I am sure the
biggest hazard
crossing the North
Sea is being hit by
a ship. For what-
ever reason the
lanes seem quiet, a
ship to the South -
that was okay we
could see her star-
board light so she is
heading away -
that's all for now.
013tNs; I decide it
might be a good
idea to check the
chart. I assume
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Ralph would have said something if we were SW. We cannot find a channel, just breakers
on the wrong course? We check the se- everywhere, let's wait for Ralph and Cedric.
quence on the lights. There are 2 now and 0430hrs; Spree Lady is a couple of hundred
the chart confirms they are Den Helder, yards away we try to manoeuvre closer to talk
We had been rather lazy about navigation, but we cannot get enough boat speed to
Just relying on Ralph in Spree Lady with his catch them. The light is very gloomy, com-
GPS. I had put in the waypoint for Den pletely overcast They seem to be waving at
Helder bang in the main channel just off the us - have they seen us ? We keep the torch
coast, I really should have switched ours on on the sails. I try on the VHF - nothing. Now
and done our own navigation. But now with Spree Lady is moving off straight through the
the lights leading us in apparently so clearly it breakers, perhaps they know where they are
seems pointless. going? Anyway we follow 200-300m behind.
0300hrs; The wind has dropped for a while We get further into the breakers this time,
now. Spree Lady is in front of us but seems they are all around, I cannot see a channei,
not bothered about putting up more sail. Well surely this is wrong. We tum round and head
we really want to get to land so lets get some back out to smooth water, the wind is even
sail up, Ralph & Cedric can atways motor to less just Fl Spree Lady carries on, we hope
catch up. I am on the helm now, we overtake they will be all right.
Spree Lady and build up quite a lead but we How did they miss us. Why did Ralph not put
can still see their masthead light. I am won- his VHF on?
dering if this course will take us straight in to Back into smooth water. Let's get the GPS on
Den Helder. I check the charts, wei on the for a fix, just exactly where are we? GPS puts
Easterly heading we should just cdear No- us just on the edge of Noorderhaaks From
orderhaaks the small island just SW of Texel. the chart it looks like there are shallow sand
And my other failing now was not taking ac- banks here which accounts for the breaking
count of the tide. Low Water for Den Helder waves. What is the tide doing - still taking us
was 0442hrs this was doubly significant for us north. We have 2 options; sail north then try
in a way we had not appreciated - but should to pick up the channel between Noorderhaaks
have done. Overall we knew the tide would and Texel - easiest with the tide and wind, or
cancel out being at right angles to our track. sail south just ciear of the breakers and hope
But during the final few hours to the coast it to pick up the Marsdiep. Well the tide will turn
was running north and we should have coun- soon and it will be easier to get to Den Helder
tered this by heading South of the lights Sec- via the Marsdiep. Progress is slow for a while,
ondly the tide empties fiercely from the Wad- we are having to tack to keep dear of the
denzee through the Marsdiep (the main chan- breakers. Then the tide seems to fade and we
nel to Den Helder). Had the wind been blow- get a bit more breeze. A shame reefed mainr
ng the seas going in would have been fero- genca is all the sail we have. And it is getting
cious against the ebb, and with a light wind much lighter.
we would never have made over the ground. 0630hr; Now we can see a Yellow Stick,
Largely by good fortune rather than planning well that must be marking some kind of chan-
we hit the coast pretty much at low water and nel, the water looks fairly cdear around it. Let's
a very light wind. turn on it. Past the stick, looking good. Fur-
We steadily get cdoser to the coast, I am still ther ahead we can see red channel markers,
concerned about the approach through the yes we are into the Marsdiep. A shame we
Marsdiep and past the island of Noorder- missed this channel by no more than 'A mile
haaks. So from time to time I check our bear- The tide is really under us now and at speed,
ing on the lights, it is holding steady at due whisking us into the Waddenzee. We cross
East - which just takes us clear of Noorder- over to the Den Helder shore - anxious that
haaks we do not get swept past the harbour
0400hrs; Breakers ahead, Spree Lady is in 0630hrn; There is the ferry terminal and next
the distance behind perhaps % miie away. I the harbour entrance to Den Helder, we have
try to raise them on the VHF but nothing. Be- made it.
ng unfamiliar with the entrance we do not From the wall Ralph is waving and calling us -
know If we just have to pick a channel through that must be the marina in there. In we go.
the breakers or if we are off position. We are Ralph was rather concerned about us (in fact
so anxious to get ashore that we sail on a bit, we were just as concerned about them) and
The wind is very fight, barely F2 still from the he had nearly called out the rescue services.

C,



Southwold to Den Helder

He had not seen us at all waiting at the break- repainng our mainsail with tape but it surely
ers and thought we had gone through them. will not survive a blow. This seems the best
So when they arrived at the marina at prospect of finding a sailmaker. We are in
0530hrs and did not find us they thought the luck, a sailmaker calls at the marina at
worst! In fact Spree Lady had had a close lunchtime and promises to return the sail by
shave going through the breakers, they took moming. We have lost a marginal sailing day
several waves on, touched the bottom and but surely best in the long run.
only with the help of the outboard avoided be- One wouid not describe Den Helder as pic-
ing swept onto the island shore when the turesque The marina is convenient and the
wind failed just at a vital moment. shower facilities 1m class. We fail to find a su-

permarket in the town but at least stretch our
Being at sea for all those hours with little rest legs exploring it.
drains the decision making skills. We were In the evening the sailmaker retums with our
fortunate because I was well rested as we repaired sail - excellent. He has a rather big-
reached the coast. When we needed some- ger job to do next. During the day a large Ger-
one alert and fresh I was able to question our man hi-tec racing beast has limped in after a
course and take a few minutes to safely as- rough passage down the coast en route to
sess our position and best route to Den Cowes. They have a very badly ripped main-
Helder. sail and all sorts of other problems.
Of course, as things turned out both boats got
in safely, apart from our ripped main all intact.
Tired yes but very satisfied. 32hrs to do a bit Tuesday 14 July
overl2Onm, we have averaged 4 knots n Driving rain and a gale blowing wakes us -
guess that is not bad. sailing today looks unlikely, but perhaps it will

improve
We visit the Nautical Museum which includes
a submarine - from the safety of its bowels we

Monday 13" July watch the wild whie water out to sea through
A bright day greets us, we estimate a very the periscope.
healthy SW F6 is blowing. We have a go at All day there are vicious rain squalls. By
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Southwold to Den Helder

1000hrs. Wind is SW F4/5 and we have set 1 We cross the channel as quickly and safety
reef and jib. as possible, closer inshore to Ameland we
Off we go across the Waddenzee on a grand find some shelter and out of the current start
broad reach, picking up onto a plane and to make progress over the ground. This is a
pienty of tide under us. Our l1~ goal today is busy waterway, big Dutch boots, fefries and
Terschelling about 3Onm, but we will sail as the odd commercial craft.
far as we can. Days like this are rare, we must t 800hrs; How far can we get ? the mud is
be making 819 knots over the ground, Texel is closing in fast all around us the water is emp-
whizzing past and then Vleland. After the big tying off the flats, But this channel seems to
waves on the open North Sea it is great to be be deep water for a bit further at least. Ahead
on flat water sheltered behind the islands. we can see what must be the ferry terminal at
Approaching Vleland we make our first en- Ness where we hope there is a nice harbour
counters with Dutch Withies or to be correct Past the fenry terminal we see the narrow
Pricken - birch branches stuck into the mud. channel into the harbour at Ness (the picture
There seems to be a confusing network shows things at HW). Down with main then
snaking off in different directions - none of genoa and we drift gently onto the pontoon.
which is the way we want to go. Ness is a charming small harbour. On one
Between the islands is a channel - the seegat side rafted up modem yachts, on the other a
- the tide runs ferociously through these and mixture traditional of big and small Dutch
along the main channels that extend inside boots. Outside more and more of the muddy
and behind the islands. Our timing though as Wad is being uncovered as the last of the tide
we approach Terschelling is perfect. Close to recedes.
high water and the current is slack. No ques- What a marvelous sail though, we have done
tion of stopping yet. a good 5Onm but more importantly shown that
The aftemoon wears on, Terschelling is be- we can cover several islands on one tide. Our
hind us and the next challenge is the seegat spirits are high as our final destination looks
before Ameland - The Bomdiep. We are a much more achievable now that we pegged
little way behind Spree Lady and they enter back lost ground.
the Bomdiep before us. It is quickly obvious Cruising in a small open boat requires a fair
that the water they are in is wild. The ebb is bit of gear organisation to convert from sailing
sluicing out, the apparent wind is immediately mode to sleeping and cooking mode. We
uprated to F5 and Spree Lady is rolling all have a simple over-boom ridge tent which
over the place, Out turn next - hang on. takes only a couple of minutes to put up or
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or

0

take down. We keep our tea making kit (gas are enjoying a freshly brewe cup of tea and
stove, kettle etc.) in a large BDH container dinner is sizzling in the saucepan.
This is readily accssible while we are sailing
and tends to see quite freuuent action. The Thursday I t_ July; Ameland to
rest of our ~galleyo lives in plastic boxes in- Borkum ? - coming to terms with
side 2 mega dri bags strapped in the stem of hePice
the boat. Wih Sea Rocket secure in a snug 
finger berth, we engage our well rehearsed Prospects for making an early start are zero
routine and convert from sailing mode to as the channel inside Ameland is dry at LW.
camping mode. Within a few minutes all the This gives us time for a walk to the surar-
sailing gear is stowed, the tent is up, and we ket and more importantly a leisurely breakfast

Lithe islandL oj

On the left yachts and
them the harbourmasters office,

cafe and small showers/loo block
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Den Helder to Ameland I Nes; this road map shows the channels better than our Admiralty chart !
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Ameland to Borkumr?

with lovely fresh bread. Borkum - we hope not past it ! Distance about
There are two schools of thought on the pas- 3Onm.
sage to 8orkum, inside - favoured by Sea 11 OOhrs; We say our goodbyes to Spree Lady
Rocket, or outside the islands - favoured by and wish them well. I certainly do not envy
Spree Lady. In the end these differences can- them with their prospect of making another
not be resolved and we decide to split. Any- big open sea crossing on Friday to Esjberg.
way Spree Lady is heading for Esjberg and We leave Nes cautiously with the jib and a
we would have had to separate sooner or reef. Soon it is obvious that full sail is needed.
later. the breeze barely F2., The sky is overcast
The harbour office posts a forecast which is and showers are looking imminent.
F3-5 SW We are missing the mannecall fore- Almost straight away we leave the green
cast that we are used to from the UK coast- buoyed channel behind and we are into
guard. There are vanous forecasts available Pricken territory. This is really where we re-
on VHF but our Dutch and German is cer- alise limitations of our Admiralty charts, in-
tainly not up to these. However in these shel- stead we start relying more and more on our
tered waters we would probably sail in any- experience, seamanship and err... luck.
thing less than F8. We weave a path folwing the channel as
HW today 1545hrs. Our plan is to cross the best we can dose hauled much of the time.
Groningen Wad towards HW and get into the Before long we pass a Comish Crabber an-
Ems estuary before the Wad channel dries. chored - waiting for more water. This looks
Then the ebb will carry us out towards like the watershed ahead. We fancy with our

A typical channel; as you
approach the watershed
buoys give way to these

withies or pricken.
The Dutch style was

these birch branches.
Usually the channel
can be seen winding

into the distance
The tidal stream

in these channels
was not strong
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Wayfarer Worlds to Denmark
shallower draft we can get through. The wind disappearing and we are looking for some-
chooses this moment to pick up to a healthy where with a bit of shelter to stop and anchor
F4 and with it some rain just as we run into I am not keen about being out here in the
soft mud, Perhaps we had missed the deep- middle of the Wad if the wind should freshen
est part of the channel but anyway now we just as the tide comes back. Then Clare sees
are being blown more and more onto shai- some masts on the mainland - could it be a
lower water, I make the big mistake of getting small yachthaven ? yes there ahead is a
the anchor down straight away. Alas this now green marker buoy for the entrance dyke. The
leaves us pinned with the main full of wind, entrance to the dyke is desperately shailow
Eventuaily we get it down and the genoa but we scrape across. We can just lay the
furled Next time get the main down first. dyke hard on the wind. The dyke is dead
Ahead we see the channel wriggling - at best straight, barely our boat length across and we
a reach and sometimes putting the wind bang are literally inches from the mud. It is marked
on the nose. We do not want to lose any time by a line of withies, we slip along with the rud-
so we decide to try and row It is hard work der up and just enough water for a touch of
pulling against the breeze, the oars catch the centreboard - it looks like we are going to
bottom frequently but at last we make it into make the haven. The mud gives way to salt-
deeper water. Back onto a reach and up with ings and finaily the quay. Not yacht masts
the sails. though - lampposts ! There are a couple of
The next stage was to get into the Zoutkam- trawlers, and a few odd boats alongside - we
periaag - the deep channel from the seegat have arrived at Noordpolderzgjl. The harbour-
between Ameland and Schienmonnikoog. This master (actually harbourmistress) has been
would take us onto the Groningen Wad. It is watching us through binoculars and is de-
busy with pleasure and commercial boats. lighted that we have made it in - Apparently
The channel takes us dose past Lauwersoog we have set a record for the longest time after
on the mainland, a big port with access to the HW for a boat to get into the haven.
canal network. Pretty dose to HW now as we 3Onm today - that keeps us on schedule.
leave Lauwerssog behind. Our progress is
slow (especially in comparison to yesterday)
as the wind has been back down to F2 for Friday 17' July - across the Ems
some time. The channel for now is weil into Germany to Nordeney
marked with some enormous yellow beacons.
1600hrs; Pressing on the beacons give way The tide means an early start (well early for
to smaller buoys, and again our chart be- us), and at 0OSOhrs Noordpolderzijl is disap-
comes useless for showing where the channel pearing behind us. The wind is light but
lies. The channel splits and we follow our steady from the West - sufficient to push us
noses, ahead we see the withies weaving along to the Ems before the ebbing tide ernp-
away into the distance - roughiy in the right ties out the water. We feel much more in em-
dirdction. pathy with these meandering channels now.
1 BahrsThen we pick up the Lauwers channel The GPS is also proving its worth. With the
sweeping in from the seegat before Rottumer- flat terrain and lack of landmarks it is difficult
plaat. This seems well buoyed and pretty to work out our position, with the GPS we it
much corresponds to our chart. takes only a few seconds.
After a while we become aware of the retreat- We hit the Ems at LW, there is some com-
ing water, we have had the stream against us mercial trafic though we have no trouble
the last hour but now mud is appeanng all crossing. Now we are in Germany, time to
around shnnking the channels. We debate change courtesy flags. Tne chart suggests
our chances of making the Ems which is at that we should find a broad area of water to-
least another 7 miles. the Pncken are now wards Juist. Now across the Ems we are aim-
back, which we now know means shallow, ing to clear a biggish cardinal and into what
maybe very shallow This is real Wayfarer ter- looks like promising water in the right direc-
ritory picking our way through these narrow tion.. After a few hundred yards sand
channeis across the Wad. brilliant. The wind banks are closing in all around us and it is
has been behind us all afternoon, for sure getting very shallow When you see Seagulls
had we been beating we would have given up standing in water it is a sure sign of water too
iong ago, shallow even for a wayfarer Well, no point in
2000hrs chances of getting to the Ems are fighting it, let's get the sails down and the an-
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char out, we have time to wait for more water, jib are set and we beat ou of the harbour, we
The sun beats dawn, the breeze keeps us pass just a couple of sailing school yachts
cool .... who are sailing round inside the harbour,
1300hrs; a bit more water, a bit more breeze hmmm.....The wind is gusty but once clear
and we are off again of the harbour it settle down. We pick up thle
i500hrs; Snm ahead is the yachthaven at channel and free off onto a nice broad reac.
Juist, or 15Srm to Nordeney. We choose Nor- The channel markers foillow their usual pat-
deney because the channel around the back tern and give way to Withies (including a
of the island appears navigable at LW - which posh German version) as the Wad dloses in.
is when we will be an it - tomorrow, and when And then another Germtan phenomenon Wad
the channel out of Juist would be dry. walkefs - dressed in shorts and approaching
1 800hrs; wind up to a healthy P4 and it is our little channel, Rt is getting shallow. very
very overcas but we are closing Nordene shallow. We touch the bottom and stop, I leap
now, The last hour we have been cracking out and with a good shove we are off again.
along even against the flooding tide. The wind is dropping, behind us we can see
1830hrs: Into Nordeney marina which is very thunderstorms brewing - big black clouds, we
crowded. The harbourmnaster is just what you hope they miss us.
would expect a German harbourmaster to Ahead we can see Balttrm, Nordeney behind
look like, a peaked cap and on a bicycle. He us is beinig dumped on by a thunderstorm, we
fintds a small space for us - not ideal but it wil have sun - but for how much longer'"
do, A few moments later it is raining hiard and We arrive at the next island - Baltrum -
blowing. 1 SOChrs and bang on LW. The inside channel
3Onm today -not bad - isdry so wetry to find apas~ gto sea-

ward ... just as a thunderstorm finds us. For-
Saturday 18'h July Nordeney to tunately there is no wind, just plenty of rain,
Wangerooge To seaward we find sandbanks but no chan-

nel, maybe there is one. Anyway I convince
The rain has mostly stopped, though the Clare that we should watt for the tide in the
clouds look distinctly unsetted. Forecast on harbour at Baltrum.
the harbournser's office F5/ SW No ore We go ashore at Baltrum, there are lots of
seems to be ventunng out. but it certainy [ittle push carts at the ferry terminal, then it
looks sailab e for us, Double reefed main and clicks - no cars 



Nordeney to Wangerooge

ABOVE: The Channel behind Nordeney

BELOW: Wad Walkers and Thunderstorms
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Wayfarer Worlds to Denmark

1430hrs back afloat. We start knocking off the collection would have been a substantial in-
islands, Baltrum. Langeoog, Spierkerrog The vestment - hardly justifiable for one cruise.
weather is improving, the thunderstorms have Anyway they work out a fantastic route for us
gone, replaced by fresh clear skies and a fine to take, weaving our way across the sand-
steady F4 SW We have no choice but to banks through various obscure channels. We
press on and make the most of the good con- pencil this onto out Admiralty chart. They are
ditions, also heading to the Baltic and offered a tow
2000hrs Wangeroog is ahead. The chart should we meet them at Brunsbuttel.
shows 2 yachthavens, but there is no obvious
channel to the inner one by the town so we go Monday 20h July - Wangerooge to
into the outer harbour - just adjacent to the Cuxhaven ........
feny terminal. Shelter does not look brilliant
and it is crowded. We choose the leeward An early start, 0730hrs, though we are not
side of a big Dutch motor sailer and come quite the first boat to leave the haven - sev-
alongside, eral yachts are taking the same route. Sunny,
Another 3Onm notched up. clear skies but at F2 a shade less wind than

we would like, and definitely from the south.
Sunday 19dJuly -ashore at HW about 0900hrs, with this wind it looks like
Sunday ig~" July - ashore at being a long day to Cuxhaven - more thanWangerooge 5Onm away
The wind is blowing a good F6, maybe a The first bit goes to plan, we work our way
touch more, hardly the right weather for around Minsene Oog short tacking along the
crossing a big complex estuary littered with withied channel, across the Jade and inside
sand banks. None of the yachts in the har- Alte Mellum. The GPS is invaluable and we
bour are moving so we do not feel as though use it frequently to work out a heading across
we are copping out. We decide to 'cash in' to the next channel.
our last contingency day. Our progress is disappointingly slow, we
Our Dutch neighbours invite us aboard for reach the deep water of the Weser to find the
drinks in the evening. We pour over their de- ebb running with strength. In vain we.try to
tailed Dutch charts which showed all the beat against the tide to Howe Weg - one of
channels as well as the exact buoys and several large lighthouses out here on these
pricken. We are rather envious, but such a sandflats. There is no chance to beat up to
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Wayfarer Worlds to Denmark

the start of Weser-Elbe Wattfahrwasser - the comfortable anchorage. To Cuxhaven we
shallow channel that wriggles across the have a further 10 miles, Perhaps a fair tide for
sands that our Dutch Wfiends had recom- another 3 hours - what chance to make Cux-
mended. So time to re-assess our plan. haven tonight ? The wind is useless. a few
With the light wind the tidai current will domi- faint breaths that would be bang on the nose
nate our progress, Also we need a route that up the Elbe. so we would be rowing all the
will not be dry at LW, So our new plan is to way. We might make it. But we might not, we
head north outside Grosser Knechtsand. then could not be sure when the tide would turn
with luck pick up some flood tide to take us against us nor how fast it would run. We felt
back onto our original track, couid not risk spending the night anchoring
By midday it is getting hot - no, very hot, the off the breakwater outside the busy shipping
sun glaring off our white sails and the breeze channel
hovering from FO - Fl mainly SE. That left us anchoring where we were, no
With our chart as a guide but mainly by eye- shelter but at least away from the shipping
ball we pick our way around the sandbanks -
which now at low water are just everywhere,
Mid afternoon and we make the tum past Tuesday 21' July Near Neuwerk to
Grosser Knecht, the tide is nsing now. For a Brunsbuttel
while we have been supplementing our speed
rowing with one oar, this is very effective - I 0400hrs; there is a change in the boat's mo-
reckon doing 2.5 knots instead of 1knot. tion and we both wake up. Outside it is over-
We have a few tricky minutes as we try to cast and there is wind picking up by the
pick up the Weser-Elbe channel past Neuw- minute. No time for even some tea, we need
erk - our first buoys for ages and then we are to get the tent and sleeping bags stowed and
into a decent marked channel - yes with a de- into sailing gear. The wind is up to F6 from
cent bit of tide going our way. A seal bobs the East. Things go smoothly, doubly reefed
alongside fascinated by the sound of the oar main up. anchor up, jib set - we are off sailing
dipping in and out of the water. Northwards is in earnest hard on the wind. We have no fore-
Neuwerk one of several low lying islands out cast - it would be nice to know how much
here. The chart marks a harbour but I guess stronger the wind is going to get - (actually it
there is access only near HW. The wtiole was better that we did not know, we later
area is marked as a nature reserve, strictly found out that a gale waming was issued).
boats should not leave the marked channels. We are getting a pretty rough ride, the tide is
Just as we start to relax in our nice channel against us and progress is slow. Our fifst
when the withies fizzle out - which way now? mark is to dear the end of the breakwater
SouthEastwards on the mainland the tall about 2 miles away and turn into the Elbe. In
buildings of Sahlenburg, they seem only a few our path a big Polizei ship seemingly station-
hundred metres away, but we know it is more ary at anchor - our tack gives us plenty of
like 5 miles, In the distance - yes a green ciearance until t suddenly notice they are on
buoy, in the nght direction we hope. It leads the move hauling in anchor cable and right on
us into another withied channel, the withies top of us 'Tack Tack Tack" t yell to Clare
stretch into the distance - good. 1 800hrs; and we just clear them.
There is just enough water for us, it is doubt- tt seems to take ages but probably no more
ful we couid have got through any eariier. than an hour, ahead we can see a nice big
Ahead wntify the watershed - marked by the Elbe channel buoy which means we are clear
power cables crossing the Watt, we cree, of the breakwater, We cannot quite lay our
over them, 1 900hrs. But our fair tide goes new course, tacking is hard work against this
with it No change with the wind. wind. Gusts are regularty blasting in at us.
2000hrs: on the edge of the sands, a coupie laying us over and we are shipping loads of
of yachts are anchored - one to the north the water, The bailers shoot the water out
other south. Some way ahead we cn see sharpish. thanks to that underfloor buoyancy
ships plying up and down the Elbe. This is no pumping, We seem to be getting nowhere
now a critical moment for us. fast, but we must press on, at least get to
The Elbe is 'guarded' by a breakwater some Cuxhaven
6 miles long extending from Cuxhaven. As far Gradually we start to pick off the channel
as we know this is impassable and any boat buoys, with our progress our course alters
must go around it - a route with no shelter or more to the south and the port tacks gets



Neuwerk to Brunsbuttel

longer and longer until we can lay the chan- some of the weight out of the genoa and I
nel. i start to believe we can get to Cuxhaven have just enough time to get it down. Under
and thoughts of tuming tail and running to main alone we can just balance the boat
Neuwerk are forgotten. against the tide and hold station a few hun-
0830hrs; Ironically the wind is now dropping dred metres off the locks.
as we get into sheltered water at Cuxhaven. There are 4 locks, 2 small for yachts on the
Reefs out, change jib for genoa. The sky is upriver side and 2 large for commercial ships
clearing. Let's crack on to Brunsbuttel. Past - who seem to be getting prionty. There is an
the marina at Cuxhaven there are streams of array of lights, red means no dice, flashing
yachts heading upriver with us - what a white means get ready, white means you can
change from the loneliness out in the estuary enter the lock. (All this is in the pilot which we
at 05fOhrs ! had left at home - so we were relying on tak-
O93Ohrs; After a quiet half hour past Cux- ing our call from what the yachts were doing).
haven the wind is veering SE and picking up t1 40hrs; German efficiency eventually seems
again. First one reef, then two reefs are to be opening a lock for us, everyone is head-
pulled in. The wind is back at a good F6. ing in. The wind is blowing straight into the
However it is warm - incredibly warm, blowing lock so our plan is to drop the main as we get
straight off the shore of the Elbe and as the into the lock channel and just go in under
river tums a little Northward we can ease the bare poles - with F6 behind us we should still
sheets some. With the tide under us we are be going plenty fast enough. Big mistake, the
flying along. But things could be fun at Bruns- light continues to flash and the lock gate
buttel. stays firmly shut. The yachts tum around and
1 iOOhrs; ahead now we can see the locks, head back into the river, no such option for
there are plenty of yachts jilling about under us. Moored on the quayside before the
power waiting ...... waiting ... The wind is lock gates is a pilot ship - we head for it, I
blowing straight into the locks and there is a grab their quarter and manage to get a moor-
serious chop on the river away from the bank. ing line around, phew - we can shelter behind
We reach back and forth, i am getting soaked their stem.
as I did not get my jacket on soon enough. Ten minutes later the lockgates open and we
We could really do without that big genoa up. follow in a couple of nice big Dutch yachts
So we bang the boat onto a quick run to take and tie up alongside one of them. Suddenly
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we are out of the wind and it is all calm. Now disaster approaches. It is in the form of
People ask where we have come from, every- a coaster coming into the quay They are in-
one is very impressed that such a small boat tending to come alongside further up the quay
has come so far Our neighbours generously but completely misjudge it. The wind blows
offer to tow us through the canal tomorrow them closer and closer, suddenly I realise
and today to the marina. That means we can they are going to hit the yachts lying along-
relax this aftemoon. But we have had a full side. We are powerless to do anything except
day's sailing - 7 hours and 30nm The last big move the Dutch yacht and Sea Rocket which
obstacle is past. is astem a few inches down the quay The
Brunsbuttel is an unspectacular town, the ma- coaster misses by 3 feet and crunches onto
nna is small, most boats are rafted up, The the yacht behind, onto a motor yacht behind
showers though are great, hot, powerful and that one and finally onto the last yacht on the
last as long as you like. Our Dutch neigh- quay - causing her to break free. We have
bours tell us about the gale waming today, I escaped by sheer luck - so easily we could
think had we known we would have run for have chosen to sit alongside our Dutch tow
shelter at Neuwerk - ignorance sometimes is instead of the big quay. Alas for the yachts
bliss. behind us their holidays are ruined, they are

all badly damaged.
Wednesday 22"' July Kiel Canal 180lhrs; HoitenaulKiel, more German official-

0700rs; ndertow t 6nots Thecana is dom, this time they cannot be bothered to use
7uch more scend c tha a kntsx The Canal is the lights i Anyway we are waved into a lock.muchy more sceniro athan ooba we exetd arm, The crazy German procedure then is to go to

not alnowed to sai sb the small shop/kiosk between the locks and
All along the banks of the canal there are km buy a ticket for the canal. Then trek upstairs
posts giving the disance, plus odd banks of to the Canal control office and get the tickets
flashing lights. There are severa splendid tamped.
bindges , This is where I make another mistake. Webndgrs es so.tRnsbr uya have no charts for the last section having in-
about 6ikm to pick up some diesel. Along the nending to buy something in Germany. The

way soppin placs arevery imded Un-kiosk sells charts but I do not notice and it isway stopzpinig places are very limited. Un- nto ymn oak
doubtedly for a small boat such as us getting not on my mind to ask
a tow through in one day is the only way.
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-Nord-Ostsee-Kanal i .z'$r~ iW I tKiel to Rantzausminde

Durehgan-gf7 -iverkmarking the main channel
-.Berechtigungrte. 45310 * +1 out of Kiel, the water is
(nidit Aberar and it is easy to see

fUr -l porffabrzeug Sis' 4.tO LAnge Iwhen it gets shallow. 5
fur eisJoreahzeug bs 10ffin Lang - _ u i |miles later the wind fizzles

zur Fahrt durhd den Nord-Ostsee-Kanams lat the w f
-. iv.el-Hoten >i out. We are on the corner

VOD. Dracbhtet af Kieler Forde and drop
the anchor in a small shet-

-e > . . : ' : se94 bgaibe 6tDIid '5.84 s i.tgn -tered bay a few yards off a
~ffild e %-< -i f : ~I2g. I 1stony beach.

Auf-demNord-Ostsee-Kanalr NOK) ndSeedxfit&fafen-tdltm mt er ieBesimtmen ie Thursday 2 3 M Julyi C n Ordnune r;dt der dazugebi5rtgen.Bn4,i y
madiung tier *ssser-d Fhtmd.S lfahrtsdiion So den. Kiel to Denmark/
gmtilglena ssungen - A -. ,> ffi,, ... v. - - .X 
Diese Bereitigurgskarte isvor Antritt-der 1 em -Rantzauseminde
Spleusenalesster vorzulegen. Den An o d¶ a$ l Another warm fine day.

.ernast 'oie 'u n, . : .'' _'*.. ',g !iForecast uncertain, but for
W . ScifWassera bu. rsretonow the wind is fight SE.

.,W,-. . E -, ' - -i; .- :Our sketch chart is now
supplemented by a map

German officialdom requires you to buy a ticket to pass through from our almanac - the
the canal from the kiosk then take it to the office to be stamped
1B30hrs; the lock gates slide open and in whole of Denmark on a A5 page.
front of us the Baltic. What a glorious, sight We have a Snm hop to make across Eckem-
look at all those sailing boats enjoying the forde before picking up the coast again. For a
evening sunshine out there. We take the last while we manage to get our asymmetric up -
bit of our tow around to the marina next to the the first time on the trip, it is a grand site. But
British Yacht Club. the wind starts to head us and pick up some
We spend the next hour ashore trying to get a and we can no longer carry it.
chart. The marina office is shut so we walk On a long cruise you suddenly reach a point
around to the British Yacht Club - very posh when you really feel that your destination is
indeed. An immaculate fleet of Najad 33s sit within grasp. It is as much a psychological
on their pontoon. A couple are rigging up a point as a physical one. At Kiel we reached
Bosun on the foreshore and we ask them for that point, and now we are really going for it,
advice on getting a chart, - there is no where The lack of a chart is not going to stop us.
nearby that sells charts, but they do offer di- We crack on along the coast, past what we
rections to Fyn - just steer 033 degrees, or later realised was Kappeln and the Schlei.
altematvely follow the coast on the left then Out to the NE the faintest outline of land is
tum right. They seem to have a relaxed ap- emerging - Aero. At this point we were not
proach to navigation around heme. Anyway, even sure where Germany ends and Denmark
inside the dubhouse there is a chart on the begins. There are plenty of yachts around
wall, we sketch some details onto a piece of and we were studying their courtesy flags to
paper. With the weather still fine we decide to see if any where Danish.
sail until it gets dark. 1200hrs; Flensburger Forde is the next big
Clare had tried to persuade me to take a Dan- jump - Danish flags on boats, yes we think we
ish road map with us on the trip - this would are in Danish waters at last. Wind is now a
have been quite adequate. But I had dis- decent F5 and we have pulled in a reef and
missed the idea insisting that to be seaman- changed to jib. At last we can bear away to
like we needed a proper chart. Equally had Aero. We are looking for a convenient Danish
we brought the Pilot book the charts in that harbour to stop at and get this elusive chart.
would have been good enough. But nothing so far. Press on anyway.
So our passage plan was to follow the coast 1 500hrs; Less wind now behind Aero, more
on the left, when Aero came into view we sail. Which way now. There are islands all
would tum right and pass its northem point around - most of them not shown on our Al-
and carry on the Fyn. By then we hoped to manac chart. We need to head NE to Fyn
pick up a chart - somewhere! then hopefully pick up Svendborg Sound,
Back to Sea Rocket. We follow the buoys That looks like a gap there between those two
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Kiel to Rantzausminde

islands about 4 miles away. But when we get
there the gap is not a gap, just a low lying
beach. Which way now ? A mistake, our is-
land is Avemako, we tum west instead of east
and sail around its north side. Everywhere
islands, islands, islands.
1600hrs: A small harbour on the north side of
Avemako, we beach the boat and I go ashore
- perhaps I can get a chart. There is a small
kiosk, showers, los even but alas no charts. I
am desperate. I ask a Danish yacht if I can
look at their charts for the route to Rantzaus-
minde. They have detailed charts covering
the section which I do my best to memonse,
anyway the direction is east.
1700hrs; We had been thinking that it would
be great to meet up with some Wayfarers out
on a day sail from Rantz who couid show us
the way in. In the distance a sail on a boat
about Wayfarer size. Gradually we catch
them up - it is a Wayfarer returning back to
Rantz - what a welcome sight, no more wor-
ries about finding our way the last few miles.
1 800hrs; Ahead, moored to their stakes just
off the bank - lots and lots of Wayfarers we
have made it, this is Rantzausminde.
The end of a long cruise is normally some-
thing of an anticlimax, the end of a holiday.
the end of sailing, pack up the boat and head
home. But not this time. We receive a won-
derful welcome by other Wayfarer sailors.
helping hands carry our gear ashore and
moor our boat. We are plied with tea, beer
and coins for the shower. In the evening we
catch up with old fnends and share salty sto-
ries and songs around the campfire with Way-
farers from around the world who have all
come to Rantzausminde to share in the Inter-
national Rally. We are so glad to have made
It here.
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